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Abstract. We investigate conditions under which con uence and/or termination are preserved for constructor-sharing and hierarchical combinations
of rewrite systems, one of which is left-linear and convergent.

1 Introduction
In recent years there has been a spate of results on properties of rewrite systems
that are preserved when two systems, each possessing the property in question, are
combined. Unfortunately, these results often do not allow the two systems to share
even constructor symbols (in which case they are called \disjoint") and also impose
harsh syntactic conditions on both systems.
Our interest in this paper is in con uence and termination in the constructorsharing case, with an emphasis on minimizing the conditions imposed on one of the
systems, usually at the expense of more severe conditions on the other. Our motivation is the notion that an \application programmer" Alice composes a query from
functions she has de ned in a system R, functions S provided by a \systems programmer" Bob, and constructors. We have in mind for system-provided programs
things like streams of natural numbers and pseudo-higher-order functions like \mapcar". In writing R, Alice is responsible for correctness of R, including termination
and determinism, but should not have to concern herself with the possibility that
something about S will sabotage correctness of R, or vice-versa. We mainly address
the case where S is terminating and con uent, but R is not necessarily left-linear.
The issue of modularity of rewrite systems was rst raised by Bidoit [4]. An
early work dealing with combining terminating systems was [5]; con uence of disjoint
systems was considered in [28]; many other properties were dealt with in [17].
De nitions and notation are as in [7] and [13]. See Table 1. We will use R and
!R interchangeably for relation R and indicate composition of relations by their
juxtaposition.

2 Counterexamples
The following examples RS serve to demonstrate the necessity of various conditions
we impose on the two systems. The rst [11] is not con uent though its constructorsharing components are (see [15]):

R,
R=
R+
R

R
R!
R#
R=S

WN (R)
SN (R)
SC (R)
CR(R)

The inverse of R, also denoted R .
The re exive closure of R.
The transitive closure of R.
The re exive-transitive closure of R.
The symmetric-re exive-transitive closure of R. Also $R .
The normalization relation: x !R y if x !R y and there is no z such
that y !R z .
The join relation: x #R y if x !R R y.
Rewriting modulo: R=S = S  RS  .
R is (weakly) normalizing: for all x there is a y such that x !R y.
R is terminating (strongly normalizing), or, equivalently, R is a wellfounded ordering.
R is strongly con uent: R, R  R (R ), ; also denoted WCR1 .
R is Church-Rosser, or con uent; this is equivalent to SC (R ).
!

!

+

=

=

Table 1. De nitions and Notations.
g(x; x) ! 0
g(x; c(x)) ! 1
(A)
a ! c(a)
The following constructor-sharing system (cf. [5]) is not terminating, though its
components are:
a!0
a!1
(B)
f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x)
In the following similarly nonterminating combination, the rst system is con uent and (left- and right-) linear (the second is not, however):
g(2) ! 0
g(3) ! 1
(C)
f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x)
a!2
a!3
The following nonterminating example (from [30]) has shared constructors on
the right only, but is not left-linear:
a!0
a!1
(D)
f(x; y; x; y; z) ! f(0; 1; z; z; z)

Toyama [27] devised an example with no shared symbols at all:
g(x; y) ! x
g(x; y) ! y
(E)
f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x)
The following is a combination of non-left-linear con uent systems that share no
symbols, one of which is non-overlapping (has no critical pairs) and the other has
only a trivial overlap:
g(x; x; y) ! y
g(x; y; y) ! x
(F)
f(x; y; x; y; z) ! f(a; b; z; z; z)
a!0
b!0
Drosten [9] composed the following nonterminating combination of con uent systems, only one of which is not left-linear:
g(x; x; y) ! y
g(x; y; y) ! x
f(a; b; x) ! f(x; x; x)
(G)
f(x; y; z) ! 0
a!0
b!0
Ohlebusch [20] has shown that termination is also not preserved for con uent
non-erasing systems. (An erasing system has variables on the left that do not appear
on the right.)

3 The Pentagon Property
Before turning to rewrite relations, we look at some abstract properties relating two
binary relations R and S.
Suppose T is normalizing and con uent. Then it de nes unique normal forms.
That is, there is a unique t, denoted T (s), such that s !T t. These normal forms
can be used to establish properties of the union R [ S.
De ne the square property Q(R; S; T) as the inclusion T , R  ST , . Figuratively, that is:
!

R
T

T

S

Clearly,

Fact 1.

CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ Q (R ; R  ; S  ) ) CR (R [ S )

(just by tiling the diamond).
It is well-known that:

Fact 2.

CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ WN (S ) ^ Q (R ; R ; S ) ) CR (R [ S )
!

(See, for example, [1].) The square property here looks like:
R
S !

!S
*
R

Proof. If s !S t, then S(s) = S(t), since normal forms are unique. If s !R t, then
the given square property means that S(s) $R S(t). So whenever s $R[S t we have
S(s) $R S(t). By con uence of R we have s !S S(s) #R S(t) S t. Thus, R [ S is
con uent.
We say that R preserves S-normal forms if s !S t !R u whenever s !S
t !R !S u. We will use PNF (R ; S ) to denote this property.
It should be obvious that normal forms are preserved if S quasi-commutes over
R:
!

!

!

Fact 3 [26].

RS  SR ) PNF (R ; S )
It is also not hard to see that preservation of normal forms allows one to extend
the square property from T  to T (when T is de ned):
!

!

Lemma 4.

Q(R; S; T ) ^ PNF (S ; T ) ^ WN (T ) ) Q (R ; S ; T )
Preservation of normal forms is also used to such ends in [6] and [8].
De ne the pentagon property P(R; S; T) as the inclusion S , R  TRT , . (This
property is similar to coherence, as explored in [12].) Figuratively, that is:
!

R

S
T

T
R

Obviously:

Fact 5.

Q(R; R; S ) ^ WN (S ) ) P (R ; S  ; S )
!

!

and

Fact 6.

P (R; S  ; S ) ) Q(R; R; S ) ) Q(R; R; S )
Accordingly, we look for conditions under which P(R; S  ; S ) holds.
If S is convergent (con uent and terminating), then the pentagon property extends from a single S step to arbitrarily many:
!

!

!

!

Lemma 7.

P(R; S; S  ) ^ CR (S ) ^ SN (S ) ) P (R ; S  ; S  )

Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction with respect to the well-founded

relation S: Suppose u !S v !S s and u !R t. It is given that there are u0; t0 such
that v !S u0 !R t0 and t !S t0. By CR (S ) there is an s0 such that s !S s0 and
u0 !S s0 . Thus, u0 !S s0 and u0 !R t0 . Since u is greater than u0 with respect to
S, by induction, s0 !S !R w and t0 !S w for some w. Putting everything together,
we have s !S s0 !S !R w and t !S t0 !S w, which is P (R; S  ; S  ). (See the
Appendix.)
Similarly:

Lemma 8.

P (R; S; S  ) ^ SC (S ) ) P (R ; S  ; S  )
What we really want is P (R; S  ; S ):
!

Lemma 9.

P(R; S ; S  ) ^ PNF (R ; S ) ^ WN (S ) ) P (R ; S  ; S )
!

Lemma 10.

!

WN (S ) ^ P (R ; S ; S ) ) P (R ; S  ; S )
!

!

!

Note that:

Lemma 11.

WN (S ) ^ P (R ; S ; S  ) ) P (R ; S  ; S )
!

It is easy to see that:

Lemma 12.

P (R; S ; S  ) ^ PNF (R ; S ) ^ CR (S ) ) Q (S  RS  ; R ; S )
Proof. See the Appendix.
!

!

Theorem 13.

P (R; S ; S  ) ^ PNF (R ; S ) ^ CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ WN (S ) ) CR (R [ S )
Proof. String together Fact 1, Lemma 9, and Fact 6.
!

Lemma 14.

P(R; S  ; S  ) ^ SC (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ WN (S ) ) SC (S  R )
Strong con uence and con uence of R are the same; strong con uence of S  R
implies con uence of R [ S.
Proof. See the Appendix.

Theorem 15.

P(R; S ; S  ) ^ SC (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ WN (S ) ) CR (R [ S )
Proof. This follows, by tiling, from Lemmas 11 and 14.
To summarize, we have two approaches to showing con uence of the union of
two con uent systems R and S, when S is terminating. They require the pentagon
property P(R; S; S  ) (for Lemma 7) and either (a) strong con uence of R (Theorem
13) or (b) preservation of S-normal forms (Theorem 15).
!

4 Con uence
Turning to rewrite systems, we look for sucient conditions under which the pentagon property P(R; S; S ) holds. The diculty is that preservation of normal forms
is hard to achieve for practical systems, since constructor-topped right sides of R
can easily overlap constructor patterns of left-sides of S.
Toyama [28] proved that the union of two con uent systems that share no symbols is con uent (for example, System G), but we are interested in systems that at
least share constructor symbols. System (A) shows that such a union need not be
con uent; one result for the constructor sharing case is that unique-normalization is
preserved [22]; a hierarchical combination need not be con uent, even if the union
is normalizing [G. Sivakumar, private communication, 1986]:
g(x; x) ! c(x)
g(x; c(x)) ! 1
(H)
f(0; y) ! g(f(y; 0); f(y; y))
Hereon, R and S will be rewrite systems for which there are no critical pairs
between left sides of one and the other. We denote this Rl ?Sl and say that their
left sides do not overlap. When we impose the condition Rr ?Sl , we mean that there
are no critical pairs between right sides of R and left sides of S. In particular, R
could not even have, in this case, a variable right-hand side (i.e. it must be noncollapsing), since that variable uni es with all (renamed) left sides of S. We do allow
shared constructors and non-constructors, unless otherwise indicated. To indicate
that neither side of R overlaps S on the left, we write R?Sl .
If the union is terminating, then as a well-known consequence of Knuth's Critical
Pair Lemma, the union is also con uent:

Lemma 16.
CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ SN (R [ S ) ^ R ?S
l

) CR (R [ S )

l

The union need not be terminating, however (System B). Even if no symbols are
shared, it need not (System E).
We use LL(R ) to indicate that R is left-linear. A left-linear system R is orthogonal
if Rl ?Rl , that is, if it has no critical pairs between its left sides (except for a left
side with all of itself). Orthogonal systems are con uent:

Fact 17.

) SC (R k )

LL(R ) ^ R ?R
l

l

The parallel rewriting relation Rk applies one rule of R at any number of disjoint
positions in a term. In general, one can show that R is con uent by showing CR (R 0)
for any R0, like Rk, whose re exive-transitive closure is the same.
The following is standard (by considering the relative positions of redexes):

Lemma 18.

LL(S ) ^ R ?S
l

) P (R k ; S ; S  )

l

Clearly, the union of two orthogonal systems is orthogonal, hence, con uent. This
has been weakened to allow critical pairs within each system:

Theorem19 [24].
LL(R) ^ LL(S ) ^ CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ R ?S ) CR (R [ S )
l

l

System (A) demonstrates the need for left linearity.
We can allow non-collapsing R to be non-left-linear, by imposing termination on
S. Speci cally:

Theorem20.
CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ LL(S ) ^ SN (S ) ^ R ?S ^ PNF (R ; S ) ) CR (R [ S )
l

l

Again, System (A) demonstrates the need for left-linearity (or preservation) and
termination.
Proof. We use the abstract properties of the previous section. By Lemma 18, we

have P(Rk; S; S  ), which by Lemma 7 gives P (Rk; S  ; S  ). Since R preserves normal
forms, so does Rk , and by Lemma 9, we get P(Rk; S  ; S ). This implies Q(Rk ; Rk ; S )
and, by Fact 2, yields con uence.
!

The following should be clear:

Fact 21 [26].

LL(S ) ^ R ?S
r

l

) PNF (R ; S )

!

Indeed, it is virtually imperative that S be left-linear (or else, every redex of a
non-left-linear rule in S must be reducible by some other rule in S).
Hence:

Corollary 22.

SN (S ) ^ LL(S ) ^ CR (R ) ^ CR (S ) ^ R ?S

l

) CR (R [ S )

In particular, since orthogonal systems are con uent, the union of an orthogonal
system R that has de ned symbols at the top of every right side with any constructorsharing left-linear convergent system S is also con uent.
Unfortunately, this does not allow the right sides of R (which might ordinarily
be variables or constructor terms) to overlap left sides of S, as in
f(x) ! g(a)
g(x) ! x
(I)
h(x; x) ! 0
a!1
Here
h(f(0); 1) S, h(f(0); a) ,!
h(g(a); a) ,!
h(a; a) ,!
0
R
R
R
but not
 ,!
 , 0
h(f(0); 1) ,!
S R S
When R is collapsing, S needs to have very simple left-hand sides, or else, R could
easily destroy its normal forms. Suppose S is a rule of the form f(x ; : : :; xn) ! r,
where the xi are distinct variables. Any ( nite or in nite) system of such rules,
each for a di erent de ned symbol f, is con uent and is called a recursive program
scheme. The following is easy:
1

Lemma 23. Every system R preserves normal forms of any recursive program
scheme S .

It follows from Theorem 20 that:

Corollary 24. The union of a terminating recursive program scheme with any conuent system not having the scheme's de ned symbols on its left side is con uent.

5 Termination
Turning to termination, numerous results are known in the disjoint, shared constructor, and hierarchical cases. We are primarily interested in the shared constructor
case and in results that impose minimal restrictions on R (other than termination,
of course). There are few such: for constructor-based systems in [19]; for right-linear
and non-duplicating S in [21] (for the disjoint case, it conjectured by [25] and proved
in [16]). Some results for the hierarchical case are contained in [6] and [14].
A standard method of proving termination of a union R [ S is to nd a convergent
transformation function T, containing S, such that Q(R; R ; T ):
+

!

R
T !

!T
+
R

Thus, any derivation containing in nitely many R (and S) steps would map via T
to an in nite derivation in R alone. In other words,

Fact 25.

SN (R ) ^ SN (S ) ^ S  T ^ CR (T ) ^ Q (R ; R ; T ) ) SN (R [ S )
+

!

(Cf. [2, Theorem 4].)
For example, let S be a symbolic interpretation (as de ned in [2]), that is, S
consists of a rule f(x ; : : :; xn) ! r such that all xi , but not f, appear in r. By
the above considerations, and using S for T , the combined system is terminating,
since any R redex above an f is still a redex after normalizing by S and any redex
below an f occurs at least once in r. Applying R can only duplicate redexes of S,
but cannot create new ones. The extra restriction on the occurrences of xi in r are
not, however, necessary, as we will see below.
One does not really need every R step to map to a strict decrease vis-a-vis R,
only that were there an in nite derivation in the union, the decrease would be strict
in nitely often.
For example, we have already seen (Fact 18) that P (S  ; Rk; S  ) holds whenever
the left sides of R and left-linear S do not overlap, whence it follows that
 u , t
S(s) ,!
R
S
1

whenever s !R t. When R preserves S-normal forms, we have in fact that u is an
S-normal form (of t). Hence, S(s) rewrites to S(t) in zero or more R steps. These
conditions hold, for example, in the case considered in [29, Appendix B], where R
and S share no symbols, S is left-linear, con uent and terminating, and R is noncollapsing. Since every right side of R contains a symbol that does not appear in S,
any R step below and preceding an S step must be in the variable part of the left
side of the rule of S. To establish termination, one needs the added consideration
that an in nite derivation with fewest alternations of layers of symbols from R and
S must have in nitely many steps in the uppermost layer.

Theorem26. The union of a terminating system S consisting of one rule of the
form f(x ; : : :; xn) ! r, where the xi are distinct variables, and a terminating system
1

R that does not contain the symbol f is terminating.

Proof. As we have stated in Lemma 23, R preserves S-normal forms. Consider an

in nite derivation t ! t ! t !    in the union, initiated by the smallest possible
term t . Since R preserves normal-forms, we have S(t ) !R S(t ) !R S(t ) !R   .
Clearly, S(t) = S(t0 ) if t !S t0 , but there must be in nitely many R steps as well. The
only way one could have S(t) = S(t0 ) when t !R t0 would be if there were an f above
the R redex. Were that S-redex to be present throughout the in nite derivation, then
0

0

1

2

0

1

2

there would be a \smaller" in nite derivation with that redex omitted. It could not
be that an f were the top-most symbol throughout the derivation, since then either
the top is never rewritten, in which case one of its proper subterms has an in nite
derivation, or else the top is rewritten in nitely by S, with R steps interspersed
below, contradicting the fact that S is terminating. Were the uppermost S redex
to be the result of an R step, then too there must be a smaller in nite derivation
initiated by the ancestor of that S redex in the rst term of the derivation, since
the only way an application of R can replace a redex with a term headed by an f is
if that f is a descendent of one already occurring in the initial term of the in nite
derivation (R has no f's of its own).
In particular:

Corollary 27 [2]. The union of a terminating (non-erasing) symbolic interpretation
S and a terminating system R that does not contain the interpretation's de ned

symbols is terminating.
Corollary 28. The union of a projection rule f(x ; : : :; xn) ! xi and a terminating system R that does not contain f is terminating.
1

1

System (E) shows that one cannot have more than one rule per f.
The above theorem can be trivially iterated to allow any number of such rules
in S for di erent f, yielding a new proof of:
Corollary 29 [18]. The union of a terminating recursive program scheme S and a
terminating system R that does not contain the scheme's de ned symbols is terminating.

Systems (B,E) show what happens if one has constructor terms rather than
variables in a scheme for f. All the same, we show now how to allow constructorbased linear left sides f(c ; : : :; cn), where the ci are constructor terms (built from
free constructors and variables), by insisting that R be consistent|in the sense that
it does not equate instances of distinct constructor terms.
Theorem 30. The union of two constructor-sharing terminating systems R and S
is terminating if S is con uent, left-linear, and constructor-based and any R-uni er
of constructor terms appearing on the left of S is also an ordinary uni er.
Systems (B,E) are inconsistent; (G) shows what happens when S is not
constructor-based; (C) shows the need for con uence; and (D,F) show the need
for left-linearity.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous, but uses the extended relation T = RnS,
instead of plain S, to take normal forms. This rewrite relation is the subset of S=R
that allows R steps only below the redex p prior to applying a rule in S:
t[s]p !pRnS t0  t[s0 ]p !pS t0 ^ s $R s0
1

1

This result, and suggested proofs, were the object of discussions with Aart Middeldorp,
Albert Rubio, and Hans Zantema, at the Termination Workshop in La Bresse, France,
1995.

This relation T is normalizing by innermost rewriting, as is the case for constructorsharing systems, in general. Furthermore, T is locally con uent, since the conditions
on R prevent it from introducing new critical pairs. It is, therefore, terminating
(since it is overlaying; see [10]) and con uent. So T gives unique normal forms and
T is well-de ned. Also, R preserves T-normal forms, since it does not introduce any
fs, and any e ect it can have to create a pattern ci is taken into account by the R
steps that are anyway allowed in applying the extended relation T.
Consider, as before, a minimal in nite derivation t ! t ! t !   , for which
we have T(t ) !R T(t ) !R T (t ) !R   . Clearly, T (t) = T (t0 ) if t !S t0 , but there
must be in nitely many R steps as well. This time, we cannot have in nitely many
S rewrites at the top, with R steps interspersed below, since that would contradict
the fact that T is terminating. So, there must be in nitely many R steps on top,
leading to in nitely many strict decreases T(ti0 ) !R T(ti1 ) !R   .
!

0

0

1

1

2

2

+

+

This applies to the system
mapf() ! 
(J)
mapf(x : y) ! f(x) : mapf(y)
conjectured in [6] to be terminating in conjunction with arbitrary rewrite system R
( and : are constructors). If R is inconsistent, however, as for example
f(0) ! 1
f(x) ! g(a; a; x)
g(; 1 : ; x) ! g(x; x; x) g(x; y; z) ! 1
(K)
a!
a!0:
then the union need not be terminating. In this case,
g(mapf(a); mapf(a); mapf(a)) ! g(mapf(); mapf(a); mapf(a)) !
g(mapf(); mapf(0 : ); mapf(a)) ! g(; mapf(0 : ); mapf(a)) !
g(; f(0) : mapf(); mapf(a)) ! g(; f(0) : ; mapf(a)) !
g(; 1 : ; mapf(a)) ! g(mapf(a); mapf(a); mapf(a)) !   
The rules on the right are not needed for nontermination; they are included only to
make it have unique constructor normal forms.

Corollary31. The union of two constructor-sharing con uent and terminating
rewrite systems, one of which is constructor-based and left-linear, is terminating
and con uent.
Proof. Con uence provides consistency. Con uence of the union follows from the

Critical Pair Lemma.

6 Remarks
A stream system S (for f) is a con uent set of left-linear constructor-based rules of
the form f(c ; : : :; cn) ! r, with r headed by a constructor. (We can always make
such a system terminating|but noncon uent|by adding an extra argument to each
1

occurrence of f in a rule. The f on the left becomes fs n and those in r become fn ,
where n is a new variable.) The ideas of this paper can be extended to show that
such streams do not destroy con uence and termination of R=S.
We have tended towards the abstract in this paper in the hope that additional
applications might surface. We are aware that some of the sucient conditions we
give can be re ned to demand only exactly what is required by the proof. It would
also be nice to have counterexamples for the necessity of each condition. Finally,
we should mention that critical pair conditions for the pentagon property could be
formulated, along the lines of the work in [12, 3, 23].
(

)

Appendix
This section contains diagrammatic proofs of several key lemmas. We use dashed
arrows for steps in R and solid for S.
Proof of Lemma 7. The proof of the pentagon property P(R; S  ; S  ) is by induction

with respect to the terminating relation S:

S

*
S

S

R
1

*

2
S

*

*

S

S
*

*

R
3
*

R

S

1. Pentagon property P(R; S; S  ).
2. Con uence of S.
3. By induction.
Proof of Lemma 12. The proof is straightforward
*
S

R
! 1 !
S 2
S
R

*
S
!
3
S !
S

S

1. S has unique normal forms.
2. Pentagon property P(R; S ; S  ) and preservation.
3. S has unique normal forms.
Proof of Lemma 14. The proof of strong con uence of S  R is by induction with
respect to terminating S.
!

*

+
S

S
1

*
R
2

S

*

S

*

*

S

R

3

*

S
S

R
S

*
R
R

1. Con uence of S.
2. Pentagon property P(R; S ; S  ).
3. Induction.
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